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Introduction 
This paper shows that the variety of meet-continuous lattices [I] (and, auto- 
matically, each of its subvarieties) resembles in a couple of properties varieties of 
finitary algebras. The direct limit of a direct mapping system {,!,,;f,,] is a quotient 
of a subalgebra of their product; so every subvariety is closed under direct limits. 
Also if all the bonding mapsfafl are monomorphic, so are the coordinate maps of 
each L, into the limit. 
The proof turns, of course, on a construction of the direct limit L. Note that the 
maps fap: L,+L p, preserving all joins, have coadjoints gp,: LB-L, constituting an 
inverse mapping system. L as a partially ordered set is just the inverse limit of that 
system. That is, a subset of the product of all L,, namely the set of all (zc,) which 
satisfy gpa(xp) =x, - not a subalgebra. The weaker conditions gPa(xP) LX, define a 
subalgebra, and L is a quotient of that. 
Meet-continuous distributive lattices are called local lattices and form the dual to 
the category of locales. So we have in particular: an inverse limit of epimorphisms 
of locales X, projects epimorphically to each X,. That was a conjecture of Michael 
Barr, to which this paper responds. Further, when I presented my first proof of 
much of the present results, including Barr’s conjecture, Andre Joyal indicated 
another proof of the conjecture which drove me the rest of the way. Joyal’s proof 
(using sheaf theory) doesn’t seem to generalize, but his description of the limit does. 
Let K be the finitary direct limit of {L,; jab}, i.e. the limit in the category of lattices. 
There are lattice homomorphisms i,: L, -+K. The meet-continuous limit L is the 
lattice of ‘locally principal’ ideals IC K, i.e. those such that each ia ‘(I) is a principal 
ideal. 
1. Inverse limits of adjoints 
Let {L,} be a family of complete lattices, not now assumed meet-continuous, 
indexed by a directed set; let {gSa} be an inverse mapping system of completely 
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meet-preserving maps between the L,. The inverse limit L, the set of all threads (x,) 
in P= n L, (satisfying gp,(xb) =x, whenever p> a), is of course completely meet- 
closed in P, so we have reflection r: P-L taking every point (y,) to the smallest 
thread over it. 
Let SC P be the set of semithreads (y,) defined by gp,(yg)?ya whenever p>cr. S 
is a complete sublattice of P. For any subset {y’} of S, gp,(Aiy6)=Aig,(y$)? 
Aiyh; and for each yiE {y’}, gp&y~)?gp,(y$)?y~, so it exceeds Vyb. 
Reflection r: P+L trivially preserves joins. (One can see this from the meaning of 
least upper bound and of r.) In this generality, r does not preserve meets even in S. 
All we have is an explicit transfinite construction of r(y) for a semithread y, and 
from that an explicit construction of joins in L (namely: join coordinatewise, in S, 
and reflect). For y=(y,) in S, define y’ by yfr=Vp,,gp,(yp). Note that this is a 
directed join; if y >p, g,,(y,) = gp,gyp(yv) ?gg,(yp). Therefore y * E S; if /3> a, 
gP,(yb) =gpo,(Vg,p(y,)) ?g,,(y,) for each y >p, andy; is the join of those. Evidently 
y’zy. But r(y’) = r(y), for if a thread x exceeds y, we have x,=gpa(xp) rgpu(yp), 
and x&y;. Further, if y is not a thread, y’#y. So continue inductively, 
Y pi+’ = (y”)’ for each ordinal K, and at a limit ordinal I, y” is the join of the 
preceding yK. This is an increasing transfinite sequence in S, in r-‘@(y)), and it 
cannot stabilize until it reaches a thread; so it reaches a thread, and that is r(y). 
2. Meet-continuous limits 
Theorem. An inverse limit of completely meet-preserving maps of meet-continuous 
lattices is meet-continuous and is a quotient of the meet-continuous lattice of 
semithreads. 
Proof. S, as a complete sublattice of the product P, is certainly meet-continuous. It
remains only to prove that reflection r: S-L preserves finite meets. It preserves the 
empty meet 1. Fory, .zinS, and m =y~z, eachmf, is the directedjoin Vpgscr(yaAz,s) = 
Vb (gpa(y,4 Agp,(zp)). Compare Vb, y (gpa(y,4 Ag,,(z,)): the join of a larger family, 
but if S>p, y, gdU(ya)Ag&Zd) is bigger, so the join is still mk. By meet-continuity 
this is VP(gpJyp) A (Vygya(zy))), and by meet-continuity this is (Vpgpa(yg)) A
(Vygycr(zy)) =yf AZ:. Inductively, r(m) = r(y) Ar(z). 
(K.H. Hofmann has obtained a similar result and at least one interesting appli- 
cation of it in connection with compact semilattices - to be published.) 
Theorem. The direct limit of a direct mapping system of morphisms of meet- 
continuous lattices is the inverse limit of the system of coadjoint maps. 
Proof. Given the direct mapping system {L,; fap} with coadjoints gSa and their 
inverse limit L C SC P, we define mappings i,: L, +Lg for all CT and p : i,@(x) = 
V,,grafar(x). This is a directed join; if 6> y. gdpfas =gYagsYfYdfaY, and by 
adjointness gaYfva(y) zy for all y in L,. The maps i,, for all B are the coordinates of 
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amapi,:f., *P. Moreover, i&L.) CS; if y>fl, i,&) is the join of a directed set in 
which the gYpgsYfas(x) are cofinal, so gY8( Vg&&)) 2 iaD( Define k, as 
ri,: L,*S-L. 
Each k, is a morphism of meet-continuous lattices. Finite meets are preserved by 
all thef’s and g’s; by i,,, since Lp is meet-continuous; thus by i,, and also by r. Now 
if x is the join of {xj) in L,, k,(x) L k,(xj) for all j. It remains to show that any 
thread (yp) exceeding all i,(xj) exceeds i,(x). That is, ~~~i,~(x). But it needs only 
that yp = g,&J L g,,JJx). Since yy must exceed all f&x’), it is trivial. 
For /3>cr, ipfcb=i, since each i,,(x) is the join of a directed set in which the 
gs,fssfap(x) are cofinal. So kPfofl = k,. 
Each thread y = (ya) in L is the directed join of { k,(y,)). Directed, since k,(y,) = 
kpfap(_vJ = kpfaSgp&p) 5 kp(yp). From fdu,) syp, also, L,(y,) SY,. Gy,) 5~. 
and k,(y,) ly. But i,,(y,) 2yn, so y is the least upper bound. 
Given a meet-continuous lattice M and morphisms h,: L,-+M compatible with 
the fap, define h : L -Al by h(y)=Vh,(y,). Evidently this is a directed join. It 
preserves 1 in L (which is 1 in P), and preserves yl\z since M is meet-continuous. 
For joins, define j: P+M by j(z) = Vh,(z,) (‘extending’ h). Obviously this is a 
completely join-preserving map on P, and therefore on the complete sublattice S. 
But in S, j(z) is the same as j(z’). (Vh,gpa(zp) may look bigger, but h,= hpfap and 
folpgDa(za) I zp.) 1nductively.j is constant on fibers of r : S-L, so it is merely hr, and 
h preserves all joins. 
We have hk,=hri,=ji,; it takes XE L, to VhpiUp(x) = VhpgYPfUy(x)= 
Vh,fpyg,pf,,(x); the hJ,,(x) are cofinal, h/c,= h,. Finally, such a morphism is 
unique because the k,(L,) generate L. 
Corollary. Every variety of meet-continuous lattices is closed under direct limits. 
Corollary. The terms of a direct mapping system of monomorphisms of meet- 
continuous lattices map monomorphically into the limit. 
Proof. When fap is manic, g,,fafl is the identity. Hence (all f’s being manic) i,~ is 
precisely gYpfay, for any y>a;/3. And thus for x in L,, (i&x)) is a thread, k,= i,. 
Since i,, is manic so is i,. 
Checking that the ‘locally principal’ ideals described in the Introduction have 
precisely threads of local generators, and form the same lattice as the threads, may 
be left as an exercise for the reader. 
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